Soldiers were guinea pigs for chemical weapons
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THEY worked under a shroud of
secrecy in some of the most
dangerous and unpredictable
circumstances of WWII — many
on North Queensland soil.
They were burned and blinded —
two lost their lives — and some
were ridiculed for not serving
overseas with the ‘real’ soldiers.
Australia’s little-known
chemical weapons armourers
dealt with the testing, storage and
disposal of devastating substances
such as phosgene and mustard
gas. Some of their stories are
detailed in Chemical Warfare in
Australia, written by Defence
Department employee Geoff
Plunkett.
Bombs containing the lethal
poisons were stored and disposed
of at Talmoi, between Richmond
and Julia Creek on the Flinders
Highway, where the empty
phosgene bomb casings were
recycled to use as letterboxes,
entrance markers and support
stumps for the town’s dance hall.
A research station at Bowen was
a base for Beaufort bomber crews
that sometimes tested the
chemicals and equipment by
spraying them on to human
volunteers and animal test
subjects at the Brook Islands,
Mourilyan Harbour and Mission
Beach.
Accounts in Plunkett’s book give
graphic descriptions of horrific
burns suffered by human ‘guinea
pigs’ — including one from

BOMB DUMP . . . a concrete igloo at Talmoi used to store mustard gas
armourer Vic Hicks, who was
based at Innisfail.
‘‘On Hinchinbrook Island I saw
one of the guinea pigs . . . standing
on the beach with his back turned
to us,’’ Mr Hicks recalled. ‘‘His
back was just one mass of huge,
long, wide, flat blisters — it was a
horrendous sight that drove home
to us just how careful and vigilant

we had to be and what we were
dealing with.
‘‘An English scientist was
standing behind him, legs spread
wide with a scalpel and his hand
slicing open these huge blisters
and the fluid was fast running in a
flood down the rest of his body to
the ground.’’
Kevin Garr spoke of being
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poisoned by phosgene gas — which
would hang in ‘pockets’ near the
ground until the wind blew it away
— at Talmoi.
‘‘The pocket entered right next
to me and I breathed it in,’’ he told
Plunkett. ‘‘I’m trying to get my
respirator on and my arms are
locked and I couldn’t get the damn
thing on and my lungs are on fire

and eventually they noticed me,
you know, carrying on, so they
grabbed me and put my respirator
on for me.
‘‘Our medical orderly, a young
bloke, went flying past me in a
panic and (Flight Lieutenant)
Myers got his Smith and Wesson
out and brought him back under
gunpoint.’’

They were only 19: armourer recounts doing dangerous duty in Innisfail
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ARTHUR Lewis recalls without
hesitation exactly how many days — 182 —
he spent as a chemical armourer based at
Innisfail in 1944 and 1945.
Mr Lewis, now 83 and living at
Gerringong on the New South Wales
south coast, visited his old living quarters
while on a holiday to the North in June.
He said the town bore little resemblance
to the dirt-tracked village where he served
as a 19-year-old, although the humble
shack where he lived with his fellow
airforce armourers still stands on Corinda
St.
Mr Lewis said volunteers would be
dressed in protective gear and made to
complete a rigorous obstacle course near
the town’s old showgrounds in order to
replicate the sweaty conditions of Papua
New Guinea.
‘‘From there they went to a stainless
steel gas chamber,’’ Mr Lewis said.
‘‘They used to take off a sleeve, or other
parts of the clothing, and put (the
volunteers) in there.
‘‘I saw them with blisters as big as tennis
balls hanging off their elbows.’’
The veteran was one of six armourers
rushed to the Cairns RAAF Base for a
massive cleanup operation after a drum
filled with mustard gas fell out of a plane
and burst on the runway. Wearing heavy
protective gear in the stifling January
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Arthur Lewis, above, visited the former quarters that housed
them, right
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heat, the men had to manually
remove about 225kg of the sticky
spilled liquid.
‘‘We all had to get into our gas
masks and clothing and scrape and
scratch the mustard gas off the
runway,’’ Mr Lewis said.
‘‘It was the middle of summer
and we were all 19-year-olds. ‘‘We
had shovels and it took hours —
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then we loaded it into a flatbottomed boat and loaded it into
the ocean.’’
Mr Lewis described his recent
return to Innisfail as ‘strange’, but
not distressing.
‘‘It’s been 63 years since we were
there in the air force,’’ he said.
‘‘There’s been too much water
under the bridge.’’
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